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Resumen: 

 

Some systems interact with their environment at several physically distributed interfaces/ports and            

when testing such a system it is normal to place a local tester at each port. This talk will focus on                     

complete testing from a finite state machine (FSM). Classically, a test suite is m-complete for an FSM M                  

if it distinguishes between M and all faulty FSMs with m states or fewer. While there are several                  

algorithms that generate m-complete test suites, previous results show that there is no general method               

for generating an m-complete test suite for use in distributed testing. In addition to surveying the                

issues raised by distributed testing, this talk will look at the problem of generating what we call                 

c(m)-complete test suites: controllable test suites that distinguish an FSM N with no more than m                

states from M if this is possible in controllable testing. Thus, under the hypothesis that the system                 

under test has no more than m states, a c(m)-complete test suite achieves as much as is possible                  

given the restriction that testing should be controllable. 
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